Open to all undergraduate and postgraduate students.
Prepare a photo or short video (4 minutes max) on a topic related to fluid mechanics.

AFMS PHOTO & VIDEO
COMPETITION 2020
Submit entries by 20 November 2020

Pictured: 2018’s 3rd-prize-winning image

Prizes in each category (photo and video) will be awarded together with a signed certificate.

Prizes announced at 22AFMC, Dec 2020.

COMPETITION DETAILS
The Australasian Fluid Mechanics Society (AFMS) is pleased to announce the 2020 AFMS Photo and Video Competition. Prizes in each category (photo and video) will be
awarded at the 22nd Australasian Fluid Mechanics Conference held both online and in Brisbane, Australia, 6-10 December 2020 (https://afmc2020.org/).

AIMS
To attract promising new students to fluid mechanics and to demonstrate to the general public the beauty, diversity, and vital contemporary applications of fluid mechanics.

RULES


Undergraduate or postgraduate students are eligible to enter.



At least one of the students or their co-authors must be an AFMS member, or if none are members, at least one must register for 22AFMC.



Entries must be submitted either via upload to any public-access server, e.g. Google Drive, Dropbox, ftp or web site; or via social media (Instagram and Twitter only).



If submitting via social media, you must mention your institution and use the handle @Fluidsanz with the hashtags #AFMSVideoComp #CoolFluids #Fluidsanz



Photographic entries must be still images with a file size less than 10 Mb.



Video entries must be less than 4 minutes. If submitting via Twitter, direct video uploads are limited to 2 min 20 sec. If your video is longer than this, put the file on a
public-access server and link to it from your Twitter post.



Once the file is uploaded or the post made, fill in the entry form below and email it to the AFMS Outreach Subcommittee at afms.admin@gmail.com with subjectline “AFMS Photo and Video Competition 2020”.



Do not email your entry file; upload or post it as noted above.



All entries are due by 23:59 AEDT, 20 November 2020.

JUDGING AND AWARDS


Entries will be showcased on the AFMS website (http://www.afms.org.au/gallery), and on AFMS social media accounts, promoting students’ work.



Judging criteria addressing the aims above will include: appeal to the general public; artistic merit; educational value; scientific novelty; and promotion of fluid
mechanics. Emphasis will be on images, still or moving; presentation-style slideshows, large amounts of text and montages of multiple images are not encouraged.
Use the 100 words in your entry form below to describe the entry, rather than putting lots of text on the image or video.



Cash prizes of $500 will be awarded to winners in each category.

Entry Creator(s)
Name (s):

Entry Details
Title:

Institute / organisation:
Email address:

Plain-language description of entry in 100 words or less:

Postal address:

Supervisor /
academic mentor:








The creators(s) of the submitted entry warrants that the submitted
entry does not infringe on the legal or moral rights of any other parties
and that the creators are able to transfer copyright.
The creator(s) of the submitted entry transfers copyright in the
submitted entry to the Australasian Fluid Mechanics Society Inc.
(AFMS), while the creator(s) retains the right to reproduce, store and
transmit the item for non-commercial purposes.
The creator(s) agrees that AFMS may make minor edits to entries at
its discretion.
The creator(s) agrees that AFMS may post and repost entries, with
the entrant tagged and / or named together with their institution.
In signing below, the entrant warrants that the entrant is one of the
creators of the submitted entry and that the entrant able to sign on
behalf of all creators of the submitted entry.

Additional details
Print full name:

Web link if on a public-access server:

Date:
Signature:

Handle @Fluidsanz with the hashtags #AFMSVideoComp
#CoolFluids #Fluidsanz have been added to entry if on a socialmedia platform

